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Inverse Fourier Series

Fourier coefficient: stationary phasors 
(complex numbers) for each harmonic n

determines magnitude and phase
of that particular harmonic.

x t( ) = ane
jnω0t

n=−∞

+∞

∑

harmonic
number

fundamental
frequency !"

Fourier Series 
Applies only to periodic signals

Any periodic signal x (t) 
consists of  a series of  
sinusoidal harmonics of  a 
fundamental frequency !".

For real x(t), the phasor at 
each # > 0, spinning at 
#!" is paired with a 
complex conjugate phasor 
at −#, spinning in the other 
direction at −#!" .

The “DC” harmonic, at  
# = 0, has a constant value 
of  (".
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The nth harmonic can also be written as a 
weighted sum of  sin and cos at frequency !"#.

The zero harmonic n = 0 (DC)
is a cosine of  zero frequency

An cos(0t) 

creating a single sinusoid whose phase and amplitude 
are determined by real coefficients $% and &%.

$% cos !"#* + &% sin !"#*
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Building a square wave by 
adding the odd harmonics: 
1, 3, 5, 7… 

An infinite number of  
harmonics are needed for a 
theoretical square wave.  

The harmonics account for 
the harsher tone of  the 
square wave (buzzer), 
compared to just the 
fundamental 1rst harmonic 
sinusoid (flute).
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backwards-spinning 
phasor.

an =
1
T0

x t( )e− jnω0t dt
T0
∫

stationary
phasor for 
harmonic
number n

fundamental
frequency

Fourier Series: How to find coefficient an

Periodic signal x (t) 
consists of  phasors
forming the sinusoidal 
harmonics of       .  

Backward-spinning 
phasor spins 
the entire set of  phasors
in x(t), making the 
particular phasor
stand still.

All other phasors 
complete n revolutions, 
integrating to 0.

ω 0

e− jnω0t

e jnω0t

period T0 =
2π
ω0

Fourier Series

Inverse Fourier Series

x t( ) = ane
jnω0t

n=−∞

+∞

∑
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Inverse Fourier Transform

x t( ) = 1
2π

X ω( )e jωt dω
−∞

+∞

∫

Fourier Transform
Applies to any finite signal (not just periodic)

Fourier coefficient an
has now become a 
continues function 
of  frequency, X(ω), 
with phasors possible 
at every frequency.

X(ω) is a stationary 
phasor for any 
particular ω that 
determines the 
magnitude and phase 
of  the corresponding 
phasor in x(t).e jωt

Fourier Transform

X ω( ) = x t( )e− jωt dt
−∞

+∞

∫
As before, backwards-spinning phasor makes 
corresponding component of x(t) stand still.
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The complex exponential !"#$ forms
an orthogonal basis set for any signal.

Each phasor passes through a linear system without 
affecting the system’s response to any other.

To understand a linear system, all we need to know is 
what it does to !"#$ for all values of  %.          

This is the linear system’s frequency response.

A linear system can only change the phase and 
amplitude of  a given phasor, not its frequency, by 
multiplying it by a stationary phasor H(ω), the 
frequency response of  the system.
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Frequency component ! " #$%&
The inverse Fourier Transform builds x (t) from 
phasors at every frequency.

… stationary phasor ! " scales the magnitude and 
rotates the phase of  unit spinning phasor #$%&.
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x t( ) = 1
2π

X ω( )e jωt dω
−∞

+∞

∫

Systems modeled as Filters
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• We describe input and output signals as spectra  ! "
and # " , the amplitude and phase of  $%&' at ".

• System’s transfer function ( " changes the magnitude 
and phase of  ! " to yield Y " by multiplication.

• ( " is just another stationary phasor representing 
the amplitude gain and phase shift of  the system.

( " =
) &
* &

# " = ( " ! "
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Systems modeled as Filters
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• Consider system with voltage divider of  complex impedances.

• Same rule applies as with resistor voltage divider.
• Impedance divider changes the amplitude and phase of  ! " #$%&.

H ω( ) = Z1
Z1 + Z2

( " =
) %
* %


